Pow Wow Dances

Activity Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade Appropriate Level: Grade K - 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration: Three, 30 minute classes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials: Classroom or library access to internet. Paper for drawing, markers, pencil colours, crayons, large area for movement.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objective

- Children will gain a greater appreciation for other cultures and their ceremonies and traditions by learning about Pow Wow style dances and their connections to the environment.

Prescribed Learning Outcomes

It is expected that students will:

- move expressively to a variety of sounds and music.
- create movements that represent patterns, characters, and other aspects of their world.
- organize information into sequenced presentations that include a beginning, middle, and end.
- demonstrate awareness of British Columbia’s and Canada’s diverse heritage.

Skills

Researching, analyzing results, singing, dancing, presenting material

Introductory Activity

- The teacher reads a brief description of the history and purpose of the Pow Wow to the class from the "About Pow Wows" sheet (included in package).
- Have students listen to dance music and songs. Children can view and discover different Pow Wow dance styles, music and dress from the following website: [http://www.ktca.org/powwow/dances.html](http://www.ktca.org/powwow/dances.html)

Some information from the website has been included as .pdf files at the end of this lesson plan in the event the website is down or can’t be accessed.

Suggested Instructional Strategies

1. List the different competition categories for Pow Wow dancers on the board, ie. Fancy dancers. (Found in "About Pow Wow" from INAC sheet included in resource package.)
2. Dancers wear regalia with fringes of yarn or fabric on their aprons, capes, and leggings. Have children illustrate a dance outfit. They may also be encouraged to study how the dance outfits were made and dyed with tree barks and leaves. 

http://www.allfiberarts.com/library/dyeplants/biredcedar.htm

Some information about native plant dyes is included as .pdf files if the information on the website above can’t be accessed.

3. In a large open space, gym or outdoors, encourage children to stomp their feet in a way that looks like they are flattening out grass on a field, as danced in the Men’s Grass dance.

4. Demonstrate by moving arms in a smooth, fluid motion, how the fringe on a dancers’ outfit can look like grass swaying. Have children join in by moving arms like swaying grass. During some pow-wow dances, First Nations say they are making spiritual connections to the trees, rivers, grass and animals given by the Great Creator.

Suggested Assessment Strategies
Students will present and describe their illustrations and research of aboriginal dancers and clothing to the class. Teacher will ask for the reason behind their dance selection.

Extension Activity Ideas
- Invite a First Nations community member to present dance clothing and music to the class.
- Attend a Pow Wow with students as a field trip.

Cross-Curricular Interests
Geography, History / Social Studies, Language Arts, Fine Arts, Technology

Suggested Links
http://www.ktca.org/powwow/dances.html
http://www.inac.gc.ca
http://www.schoolnet.ca/aboriginal/e/classroom_e.asp
http://www.lafete.org/new/totem/framesE.htm
http://www.tourismvictoria.com/Content/EN/1304.asp
http://library.thinkquest.org/3081/terms.htm - Pow Wow terminology
http://www.eagle.ca/~matink/themes/FirstNations/natives.html#CUL
http://www.bcaafc.com/links.html
Additional Pow Wow Background,

excerpted from http://www.bmcc.edu/Tools/discus/messages/51/NRgroup2.htm

Pow wow is derived from the Algonquian word “pau wau”. It means, “He dreams”. Although today's Pow wow retains some religious significance, this isn't as pervasive as it was in earlier times.

The white man perceived Indian dancing as a threat until the late 1800’s and early 1900’s, particularly those performed by the fierce Plains Indians. They saw all Indian dances as “war dances” and prohibited them.

The re-emergence of the Pow wow was related to the ceremonies instituted on reservations to honour the veterans returning home from the wars engaged in by the United States. These ceremonies were revitalized. Tribes joined together for the first time in this new pride. This led to intertribal Pow wows in which dances, songs, and other observances were shared.

Today the many different types of Pow wows held throughout the country also include selling or trading arts and crafts, and feasting on traditional Native American foods. Dance, however, remains the highlight of the Pow wow.

Today dances include Round Dances or Circle Dances, performed by facing the center of the pow wow arena in a circle. Dancers circle left with various styles of footwork while keeping time with the drum.

Straight dance is one of the oldest forms of Plains Indian dance, and involves straight posture while dancers primarily move up and down in fluid motion to the beat of the drum.

The slide or shuffle Dance is done to a double beat. Sometimes it is changed to a staggered beat and referred to as the Crow Hop, done by hopping to noticeably solid beats.

Soldier Dances were developed after world war I to honour Veterans. The beat is similar to the Round dance, but is slower as time is kept to every other beat.

The Stomp Dance begins in a kneeling position as if scouting for an enemy, followed by a burst of dance. Dancers move forward to symbolize none retreating.
The Grass Dance is one of the oldest dances and is still used in powwow. Religious in nature, it evolved from warrior society dances. It portrays a warrior in search of a proper ceremonial place. The dancer moves in imitation of tall swaying prairie grass.

Dreams or visions were the basis of the Jingle Dress dance. The dress for this dance is fashioned with such items as small hawk bells, shells, or sewing thimbles to give it sound. The dance was originally used as medicine. Movements have undergone several transitions, and today's dancers twist their feet in unison to the right and left while moving sideways.

The Fancy Shawl Dance, one of the most popular dances with women today, originated with middle aged tribal women, and eventually spread to younger women. As it evolved, shawls were added. Today, the body and shawl are kept in harmony with the drum beat.

These and other dances can be seen at the hundreds of powwow held throughout the country.

The powwow is a living cultural expression of song, dance, and art which brings people together, and through the drum, reminds us of our connection to Mother Earth.

There are also two types of powwows; the traditional powwow, where everyone who participates receives something through a “give away” or gifts or money from the sponsor of the top two or three dancers in each category. These competition pow wows attract singers and cancers from many places and is, in fact, a way of life for many people during the summer time.

Pow wows are a time to put differences aside and to celebrate traditions; mostly it is the time to celebrate life. A Pow Wow strengthens an entire race of people. To be Anishinabe is to be proud; to know who you are, and where you came from.

Additional Background sheets to follow include:

- Cedar dye info for pow wow dance
- Native american plants used for dyeing
- Pow Wow Men's traditional dance
- Men's grass dance
- Women's traditional dance
RED CEDAR
(Juniperus virginiana)

**Medicine:** Twigs boiled together and sprinkled on hot stones (or brewed into tea) for Rheumatism. In ceremony a sacred wood, known as a medicine tree. Native Americans say the tree was blood-stained by a wicked magician. The wood is burned only for ceremony, and the smoke is believed to drive away negative influence.

**Technology:** Inner bark strips are peeled from the tree. Strips may be split into fine lacings and ties. Cedar strips were also used to weave storage bags and finely twined mats. Cedar strips also make a red dye. Cedar wood was splint into planks for use in lining birch bark canoes. Chippewa used cedar bows for bedding material.
Western Red Cedar - Dye Plants
Thuja plicata

The Western Red Cedar - Thuja plicata, is British Columbia's provincial tree. It grows to heights of over 50 metres tall. The bark is grey to reddish brown and has an aromatic wood, with glossy yellow/green leaves.

Most tree barks will produce some type of dye, due to the tannins that are in the bark. To extract the dye does take some time as the bark needs to soak in water for a day or two, prior to dyeing.

I am fortunate to have several large red cedar trees on our property. I pulled a few strips of bark from each tree and chopped them into small pieces. I soaked the bark chips in water overnight. If you don't have red cedars growing in your back yard, try obtaining some cedar bark mulch (that hasn't been leached) from a gardening shop.

The following day I filled a dyepot with hot water and put the bark mixture into the dyepot. I let the dye mixture simmer for a few hours on low heat.

Then I put clean fleece that had been processed in an Alum mordant, into the dyepot. I let the mixture simmer for about 2-3 hours, on low heat. The wool only had a hint of colour in it. So I then let it simmer for another few hours. It was a bit darker by then. I turned off the heat, and left the mixture to sit overnight in the dyepot.

The next morning, the wool had dyed to a pleasing, soft shade of honey.

Pictures
Some more pictures of my dye project.

How to Dye with Red Cedar Bark
A recipe using Red Cedar bark to dye wool.

Ecological Impact of Cedar
The Western Red Cedar acts as an anchor for other trees and plants, securing them in the soil and providing shade and a wind break. They provide shelter for birds and smaller animals throughout the year, protecting them against rain and snow.

Natural History
Local First Nations people called the Red Cedar the "Tree of Life" because it was used for making baskets and clothing, ropes, fish traps, canoes and other articles.

Western Red Cedar Fact Sheet
This page has a good description of how to identify this tree, along with closeup photos.

Cedar Basketry
Basketry Guide, Susi Nuss has cedar basketmaking tips and techniques.
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MEN'S TRADITIONAL DANCE

This is the oldest form of dance in the Indian culture. The regalia is often thought to represent the animals that the Creator put on the earth. The movements tell of warrior actions-hunting, stalking the game, battling an enemy. The regalia is a very personal expression of creativity and artistry. While there is no prescribed look, several elements might reflect items worn by early warriors: a breast plate made of animal bones or shell for protection against arrows; a neck choker for protection against knives; ankle bells or jingling hooves; or a shield made of hide and decorated with important tribal symbols. Often a traditional dancer will wear a single bustle containing eagle feathers, which are considered sacred to the Indian people. The eagle flies the highest and carries the prayers of the people to the Creator. Eagle feathers are traditionally awarded for feats of bravery or accomplishment.
MEN'S GRASS DANCE

Several stories about the beginnings of the grass dance are told. One tells of the grass dance coming from the movements of the early scouts seeking a site. The grass being high in new areas, the scouts would dance in a special way to flatten the grass and make it acceptable for a new camp or meeting site. The grass dance movements also reflect warrior movements such as stalking the game or enemy and fighting the enemy (including one movement representing one of the warrior's legs being staked and unable to move and battling with this leg in a held position). The grass dance is often said to reflect the need for balance in life; each movement that is danced on one side must be repeated by the other side. Some people talk of the grass dance as a gift from the Creator to celebrate joy. There is rich lore surrounding this dance. The regalia for the dance is comprised of long strands of yarn, ribbon or fabric attached to a base outfit to represent grass or in some theories the scalps of enemies. A headdress called a roach is worn. The roach has two feathers attached in such a way that they rock or twirl as the dancer moves. As in all the dances, the dancer must move with the beats of the drum ending with both feet on the ground on the final beat.
WOMAN'S TRADITIONAL DANCE

Woman's traditional dance requires enormous stamina, concentration and grace. The movements are very focused. Women move their feet in time with the drum keeping them close to the ground. As the drum plays "honor beats," women raise their fans to honor the drum and their male relatives. An important element of women's traditional dance is the regalia. Women's traditional regalia will usually include a fringed shawl held gracefully folded over one arm, an awl and knife case on the belt and a feather (often eagle) fan. Southern or Oklahoma style women's traditional often feature buckskin or cloth outfits to go with their more overt rhythmic dance movement. The regalia will feature beautiful beadwork (usually created by the woman dancer) in patterns and colors that reflect tribal and family affiliation. Dakota patterns, for instance, often are in rainbow colors and geometric in shape, representing the colors and patterns of their homeland on the plains. The Ojibwe or Winnebago ragalia often reflect floral patterns and woodland colors showing the woodland Indian influence.

[View Wacipi PowWow] [Back to The Dances] [Back to PowWow] [Back to The Tube]